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ABSTRACT




The number of robotic systems in the world is growing rapidly. However, most indus-
trial robots are isolated in caged environments for the safety of users. There is an urgent
need for human-in-the-loop collaborative robotic systems since robots are very good at per-
forming precise and repetitive tasks but lack the cognitive ability and soft skills of humans.
To fill this need, a key challenge is how to enable a robot to interpret its human co-worker’s
motion and intention. This research addresses this challenge by developing a collaborative
human-robot interface via innovations in computer vision, robotics, and system integra-
tion techniques. Specifically, this work integrates a holistic framework of cameras, motion
sensors, and a 7-degree-of-freedom robotic manipulator controlled by vision data process-
ing and motion planning algorithms implemented in the open-source robotics middleware
Robot Operating System (ROS).
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Robotics has been implemented in many areas of life for many different purposes. They
assist in industrial manufacturing processes, are emerging in medical fields and retail, are
available as education kits, and have been an essential component of many Hollywood
movies. Despite rarely coming into direct contact with robots, the average person is in-
directly affected in many ways. For example, the smartphone and car are products of
production lines that use robotic systems extensively. Silicon chips, which run the modern
world, are also produced in processes that heavily utilize robotics. However, despite the
massive popularity, robotics is a relatively new field, first emerging as a physical system in
the late 1950s [1]. The term robot was a concept originally introduced as science fiction to
mock the rapidly growing rate of technology and advancement in the early 1900s [2]. As
technology developed, innovators realized the potential for electro-mechanical systems to
do meaningful work. This led to the first commercially available industrial robot called the
Unimate, developed by Unimation and first appearing in 1961 in a General Motors (GM)
facility tending a die casting station [3].
Today, robots are in a very interesting position regarding public opinion. Hollywood
and science fiction tend to depict them as villainous, highly capable, human-like machines,
especially in movies like Terminator and Transformers. However, the current technology is
nowhere near human-like sentience and there is even controversy regarding the definition
of ”robot.” Some argue that robots are automated devices that replace human effort while
others argue for a more specific definition [4]. Most would agree that microwave ovens
are not robots, yet they have some degree of automation and replace human effort. The
Robot Institute of America gives a more detailed definition of robot as ”a reprogrammable
multifunctional manipulator designed to move materials, parts, tools or specialized devices
through variable programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks.” The terms
”reprogrammable” and ”multifunctional” are what separate them from common household
items [5].
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The ability to program and reprogram robotic systems makes them widely applicable.
The precision and repetition of robots has led to wide spread use in industries like manu-
facturing. GM was the first to adopt the new technology and 60 years later automation is
everywhere. The early industrial robots were expensive, lacked precise sensors, and were
very difficult to program. However, solid state physics innovations leading to computers
and software development translated to growth and accelerating capability of robotic sys-
tems [6]. Today many modern manufacturing facilities utilize robotics and automation for
a large amount of work as illustrated in figure 1.
Figure 1: Robotic assembly line at Tesla [7].
Robotics is an interdisciplinary field, utilizing knowledge and concepts from many en-
gineering specialties, economics, and mathematics [5]. Many different industries can ben-
efit from the application of robotics and automation, the obvious ones are those involved
in manufacturing. However, the medical industry is also using robots. An example is the
filtering of tremors and scaling of larger motions of the hands of surgeons to finer motion of
tools during operations [2]. Robotics is also creating higher quality workplaces and better
work ergonomics. For example, many facilities are using robots to handle repetitive tasks
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and lift heavy objects so humans can reduce their physical workload and focus on more
intelligent work. Robots are also being used in dangerous tasks such as the handling of
radioactive and toxic materials and traversing Mars [8].
The evil personification of robots in Hollywood films leads to entertaining and ficti-
tious movies. They are not yet capable of planning and executing mass extinction events,
however, there is legitimate concern of full-scale robot integration causing disruption in
industries in the near future, if not already. Many are concerned that automation and ad-
vanced robotic systems will lead to large rates of unemployment as humans are replaced
by advanced machines. However, current robotic systems cannot adapt to changing work
environments effectively and are still dependent on the judgement and programming of
humans [9]. This may change with the advancement of artificial intelligence (AI), but the
current focus of robotics research is the development of collaborative systems that lead to
higher productivity and safer, more ergonomic workplaces. Collaboration leverages the in-
telligence of humans with the precise and repetitive labor of robots. Companies like Ford
Motors have publicly stated that their adoption of collaborative robots is aimed at creating
higher quality work conditions and higher productivity rates rather than removing humans
from their production lines [10].
The collaboration between human and robot is a field known as human-robot collab-
oration (HRC). Currently, most robots operate in a closed cage and require proprietary
software to reprogram for new tasks. However, in the future robots need to be able to rec-
ognize human partners and be willing to share work loads and perform the heavy lifting and
repetitive tasks. The various problems associated with HRC include creating a robust com-
munication interface between the human and robot through the use of cameras, proximity
sensors, microphones, etc. and guaranteeing the safety of the human operator [14]. Once
robots can understand and interpret human actions and intentions consistently and reliably,
production lines and operations can pair the precision, strength, and speed of robots with
the intelligence and cognition of humans to create more robust and efficient systems.
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Figure 2: 60 years of robot development (from left to right). The Unimate developed in the
early 1960s by Unimation. The Fanuc R-1000iA series, a high quality robot in FANUC’s
current product line. Atlas by Boston Dynamics, a bipedal and autonomous robot [11],
[12], [13].
This work explores HRC and demonstrates the concept through the collaborative action
of a robot and human moving an object. This thesis will explain HRC in more detail and
the various techniques and methods used for building effective collaborative controllers.
Specifically, the challenges of HRC will be discussed and methods for human-robot com-
munication including vision and non-vision based techniques will be presented in chapter
2. Furthermore, position based impedance control will be presented and described as a
method of motion control and safety in chapter 3. The use of impedance control allows
the monitoring of external forces in which limits may be set to reduce damage or injury
from unexpected collisions. In addition, chapter 4 will describe the selected human-robot
communication method of vision and the underlying theory associated. Additionally, chap-
ter 5 will introduce Robot Operating System (ROS), which is the middleware framework
used to develop and deploy the software for the HRC controller. Finally, results will be
presented and discussed in chapter 6 where everything is connected and the controller is
experimentally tested.
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CHAPTER 2: HUMAN-ROBOT COLLABORATION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Robotic systems are essential for achieving maintained success in competitive indus-
tries [9]. Their precision, strength, and speed make them valuable assets for heavy, monotonous,
and dangerous tasks. Despite the growing popularity and utilization in recent decades,
robotic systems still have many development problems to solve. For example, typical
robotic systems in manufacturing and industry are closed off in caged environments where
they are left to perform tasks uninterrupted and in isolation. These systems require propri-
etary software for programming new tasks and they also lack the necessary safety hardware
and software to allow safe operation around humans [15]. In the current era of instant com-
munication and global connection, demand can change quickly. In order to keep up with
dynamic working environments and changes in production lines, robotic systems must be
adaptable and easy to reprogram for different tasks [14]. Currently, reprogramming can
be time consuming, complex, and expensive. However, a solution to this inefficiency is
the integration of human and robot in the growing research field known as human-robot
collaboration (HRC) [14].
Figure 3: Demonstration of human working closely with collaborative robot [16].
HRC is the action between a human and robot ”working together to successfully achieve
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a shared goal, coordinating their actions in order to most effectively use their individual ca-
pabilities or skills” [17]. One of the goals of HRC is to improve production efficiency and
improve workplace ergonomics by pairing the strength and speed of robots with the flexi-
bility and intelligence of humans. HRC bridges the gap between manual production lines
and full autonomy. For example, in manual production lines humans experience fatigue
and boredom when tasked with monotonous and repetitive duties. This leads to lower pro-
ductivity over time, higher potential for workplace injuries, and is limited to tasks requiring
a minimal amount of force and precision. Similarly, fully autonomous production lines are
effective at doing one task but cannot adapt to changing demands, work environment, or
conditions quickly. HRC development produces semi-autonomous environments that pair
the abilities of automated systems with the intelligence and adaptability of humans [18].
Effective collaboration is complex, requiring clear communication between the partic-
ipants in order to understand the end goal and have awareness of the environment [19].
Collaboration is a very familiar concept, humans collaborate with one another everyday.
However, the main challenge that must be solved for HRC is the communication between
human and robot. Humans can easily communicate through speech and non-verbal ges-
tures like pointing and nodding. For example, when moving a large object together, one
can simply say ”move it over there” and give a nod in the desired direction. This typi-
cally results in a successful completion of the task. However, robots do not share the same
cognitive abilities of humans and our communication methods must be converted to the
digital language of robots in order to establish a connection. For effective collaboration the
robot must be able to understand the intent of the human and accurately predict the shared
goal. Currently, two methods can be used for robot input: image based sensor input, and
non-image based sensor input. The former consists of depth sensors and digital cameras,
both stereo and monocular. Typically these convert light rays into a pixel format that can
be manipulated using computer vision techniques. The non image based sensor control
utilizes devices like accelerometers, gyroscopes, and tactile or proximity sensors to allow
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the robot to interpret human intention [19].
HRC can provide major improvement in industries if the present problems can be
solved. Current deployment of HRC systems have been effective and show why it is a
necessity in the future. Namely, HRC
• creates more productive and efficient environments by matching the strengths of
robots with the strengths of humans. This allows for heavier, faster, and more precise
work while reducing the physical workload on employees. In turn, this results in
higher rate of production, lower injury and accident rate, and a happier workplace;
and
• offers potential for undisrupted production during unforeseen events like health pan-
demics. The COVID-19 pandemic caused an abrupt halt to many facilities in many
industries. However, food, medical supplies, and basic necessities still need to be
produced. The logistics of packing many employees into one building can make so-
cial distancing very difficult and vastly increase the risk of disease spread. HRC of-
fers humans a robotic companion that they can actively work with during pandemics
with no increased health risk; and
• gives facilities the ability to respond to quickly changing production demands. So-
cial trends can change quickly, forcing manufacturing companies to adapt to new
product and service demands. Caged and isolated robots typically cannot change
tasks quickly. However, HRC allows close interaction between robots and humans
and aims to create interfaces that make reprogramming simple and fast, giving the
human-robot teams extreme versatility for adapting to changing environments and
needs [9].
The benefits of HRC are numerous. However, in order to create and maintain produc-
tive and effective environments the safety of the operator must be guaranteed [14]. HRC
systems reduce the physical workload on employees, allowing them to stay sharp and agile,
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Figure 4: Strengths and weaknesses of humans and robots [9], [14], [15].
thus reducing accident probability and mistakes that halt production or cost money from
lapse in judgement. However, in order to exercise this, the robot must be able to operate
around humans without posing any risk to them through collision or falling objects. Robots
designed for HRC are typically rounded and contain no pinch-points [14]. However, there
is always risk whenever a robot is carrying a sharp object or is moving fast. Eliminating
cages and fencing to allow more direct contact with robots must be achieved safely. HRC
looks to solve this issue by use of several methods. They include:
• Installing onboard sensors on the robot such as cameras, proximity sensors, etc.
• Integrating external sensors in the system such as LIDAR, ultrasonic, safety scanners
or camera systems that monitor location of robot and human.
• Deploying software that monitors the torque of each robotic joint. If the torque ex-
ceeds a specified threshold the robot can activate brakes for the joints upon collision
to quickly stop. The robot can also reverse direction upon a sensed collision to mini-
mize the impact [14].
• Power and force limitation of joints to minimize collision impact. Collaborative
robots are required to operate under specific joint rate limits and weight capacities,
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thus reducing potential for collision injury and damage.
• Designing robots with soft and flexible joints. This is a physical safety mechanism
that acts as a damper, absorbing collision energy. However, this typically comes at
the cost of precision and repeatability [9].
Figure 5: Four methods of human-robot collaboration [14].
Collaboration has several different levels. In the most simple sense a robot performing
any work that a human would otherwise need to do is a form of HRC. However, the goal
of HRC is to create environments where robotic coworkers communicate just as well as
humans and do the dangerous, heavy, and repetitive tasks. There are many ways a human
and robot can collaborate, each has its own level of engagement and degree of safety.
Several methods to utilize robotic work include:
• Safety-rated monitored stop. This is the most simple form of collaboration. A human
and robot can each perform work inside a shared space. However, the robot is only
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allowed to perform work if the human does not occupy the shared space. This is
practical for tasks such as visual inspection and precise placement of components by
the robot. However, it falls short of the direct collaboration capabilities envisioned
for HRC development; and
• Hand guiding. This type of collaboration is also known as direct teach. The human
operator teaches the robot where to move by placing it in the desired positions. How-
ever, once the motion has been taught, the operator must step back and let the robot
execute the task. This is an effective way to quickly program and reprogram robotic
systems, but does not allow real-time direct collaboration.
• Speed and position monitoring. This level utilizes sensors to analyze the robot envi-
ronment. The robot operates at top speed when no operators are present. However,
as an operator gets close to the robot it will reduce its speed. In the closest zone
the robot will stop for safety and be on standby until the worker leaves, then it will
resume its task. This collaboration allows humans to work in and out of the robot
workspace, but is truly missing the real-time direct collaboration.
• Power and force limiting. This type of controller deploys control software to monitor
the torque of each joint. If the torque in a joint exceeds a specified threshold, the robot
can activate its brakes and come to an immediate stop. This control technique can
be used to control robots based on external forces, like pushing or pulling them in
the desired direction. Thus it shows promise as a true HRC controller, direct and in
real-time. It also can be used as a safety mechanism as it will lock up the robot if a
collision is detected [14].
Once again, safety of the operator must be guaranteed. The power and force limiting
interaction shows a lot of promise for HRC controller development. The research of this
paper combines this control technique, called cartesian impedance control, with computer
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vision to create and demonstrate a promising and safe controller for accomplishing collab-
orative tasks.
Perhaps the largest challenge needed to be solved in order to facilitate widespread adop-
tion of HRC systems is the communication between human and robot. In order to success-
fully execute a task using HRC, both parties must effectively and accurately communicate
their intentions and goals while the other interprets them. This is a huge challenge as
humans must figure out how to program robots to reliably communicate with them. Col-
laborative action between parties can take place through several key mechanisms:
• Joint attention - the process of using language, cues, and gestures to establish com-
mon ground. This is concerned with the development of models and deployment of
communication methods that allow the robot to understand the operator’s intentions.
• Action observation - observing to figure out intended actions. Humans and robots
learn to imitate based on observation of desired task execution.
• Task sharing - sharing tasks to learn how the individuals might respond to certain
actions and conditions. This approach is similar to trial and error. The follower
works with the leader to learn how to act during collaborative tasks.
• Action coordination - shared intentions and goals in a planned coordination. In this
mechanism the follower would react to a preplanned motion of the leader.
• Perception of agency - ability to distinguish actions from different actors. Particularly
for robots, this would involve knowing the human coworkers and changing speed or
other parameters to effectively work with all employees [17].
These five mechanisms are the various ways the leader and follower can learn to inter-
pret one another. Some are more advanced than others and some may be better suited for a
human follower compared to a robotic one, and vice-versa.
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Figure 6: Tesla autopilot - a self driving AI technology [20].
Although the intentions of HRC are to increase efficiency, capacity, and create more
ergonomic work, this may come at the expense of some lower level jobs. There is a public
concern that as robotic software becomes more advanced with techniques like machine
learning and neural networks, many people will lose their jobs. Companies like Tesla are
rapidly developing disruptive technologies, like the AI autopilot system shown in figure
6, using these techniques. There is little doubt that job displacement will happen to some
extent, just like every revolutionary development in history (i.e. the automobile making
the horse and buggy obsolete). The degree of which is difficult to estimate or predict.
However, companies deploying HRC systems have publicly stated that the intention is not
to make human employees obsolete, but rather to create a work environment that is more
productive, flexible, and enjoyable. For example, Ford Motors uses KUKA collaborative
robots to help employees install shock absorbers into vehicles on the assembly line while
BMW uses collaborative robots to install rivets in their vehicles. These systems use the
judgement and guidance of the human employee, but leave the heavy lifting and repetitive
work to the robot [14]. While it is difficult to accurately predict the effects collaborative
robots have on employment in the future, right now they are saving humans from the heavy
lifting, repetitive, and non-ergonomic work.
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The current methods and techniques for collaborative robotic control were mentioned
above. This work focuses on the development of an HRC controller that utilizes a monoc-
ular camera to give the robot perception of its surroundings. Operator safety is addressed
through use of power and force limiting software, namely impedance control. The experi-
mental setup is shown in figure 7.
Figure 7: Experimental setup of the HRC system including the overhead camera, manipu-
lator, tracking icon, and computer.
The overhead camera is an Intel RealSense D435i situated approximately 1.7 meters
above the table. A Microsoft Kinect was also used in the development process. The robot
manipulator used is the Franka Emika Panda (described in next section), which includes
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many of the desired and necessary aspects of a collaborative robot such as rounded edges,
lightweight and pinch-free design, and embedded torque sensors. The robot is mounted at
the base of the table and is just short of reaching the entire area. The control software is de-
ployed using Robot Operating System (chapter 5) Melodic Morenia on an Apple Macbook
Pro (2014 model with 8 GB RAM) running Linux distribution Ubuntu 18.04. The goal is
completing the task of moving a large or long object collaboratively. The user carries a
tracking icon that the robot tracks through the camera. As the icon moves, the robot appro-
priately adjusts its position. The control method and robot are described in the following
chapter.
15
CHAPTER 3: ROBOT AND IMPEDANCE CONTROLLER
Dynamic interactions are typically complex in nature. Humans exhibit exceptional
force-position dynamic control through limb interaction with the environment. The simple
task of picking up and moving an object or doing work on the environment is simple to
humans of all ages, but presents a difficult control challenge in robotics. Many well de-
veloped control methods are very effective and accurate for contactless tasks because the
kinematics of robot manipulators is well understood. When the robot does no work on the
environment it can typically be treated as an isolated system, neglecting joint friction and
external forces [21] . Forward and inverse kinematic algorithms can be applied to these sys-
tems to create effective controllers for tasks like spray painting and welding and are heavily
used for contact-free trajectory planning applications. However, once dynamic forces be-
come too large to ignore, other control techniques must be applied. In collaborative work
environments it is crucial to consider situations where external forces are applied as a hu-
man may inadvertently bump into the robot or work directly with one. Thus, understanding
dynamics and creating a safe interaction is a major concern moving forward.
Figure 8: Grasping a tomato using dynamic control [22].
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Impedance control is a method used for controlling and reacting to dynamic interac-
tions, specifically force and position. When a robot directly collaborates with a human
it will experience external forces and position displacement as human interaction is very
dynamic. Soft and smooth motions with a slight amount of give are desired in these appli-
cations rather than the typical rigidity and sharp responses from manipulators in industrial
processes. The handling of fragile objects is also a challenging control problem as dy-
namic forces must be carefully monitored to avoid damage to soft or fragile goods, such
as the tomato in figure 8. Impedance control is used to create a robotic control system that
acts similar to a spring-mass-damper and can effectively change its position according to
applied/external forces, and vice-versa [23].
Impedance control can be used in two ways, force based and position based. The former
controls the position of the end effector and continuously works to maintain a specified
torque or load. This form of control is very effective for applications that involve moving
heavy objects. The operator can use the robot to carry the weight of the object and as a
small external force is applied, by pushing or pulling the robot, the manipulator will adjust
its position to reduce the applied force. This allows for precise positioning of heavy or
bulky items with very little strain on the operator [23].
The second form of impedance control and the one utilized in this research is position
based control. Opposite of the force based method, the position based controller accepts
desired end effector coordinates and adjusts the motor torques in order to reach the desired
location. The dynamics of the robot are governed by the following equation:
⌧ = M(q)q̈ + c(q, q̇) + g(q) + h(q, q̇) + ⌧ext (1)
where (q,q̇,q̈) are the joint angular position, velocity, and acceleration, M(q) is the
inertia matrix, c is Coriolis and centrifugal forces, g is the gravitational torque, h is the sum
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of all other torques, and ⌧ext is all the external forces from the environment [21]. One can
obtain a useful control algorithm by proposing the following controller:
⌧ = M(q)q̈d +D(q̇d   q̇) +K(qd   q) + c(q, q̇) + g(q) + h(q, q̇) (2)
where (qd,q̇d,q̈d) are the desired joint angular position, velocity, and acceleration, K
and D are the control parameters, and the remaining terms, when plugged into equation
1, cancel certain components of the dynamics [21]. By substituting equation 2 into 1, the
following relationship is obtained:
M(q)(q̈d   q̈) +D(q̇d   q̇) +K(qd   q) = ⌧ext (3)
Defining (e,ė,ë) as the error between desired and current position, velocity, and accel-
eration as:
e = qd   q (4)
ė = q̇d   q̇
ë = q̈d   q̈
one can finally obtain the following relationship:
Më+Dė+Ke = ⌧ext (5)
where D and K represent the damping and stiffness. As the error decays, the robot
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will approach the desired position. This control accepts desired joint position, velocity, and
acceleration (qd,q̇d,q̈d) and acts as a proportional-derivative (PD) controller to minimize the
error between commanded and current position [21]. Most applications are interested in
the motion and dynamics of the end-effector, which could be carrying the specific tooling
for a given task. This requires a transformation from joint space (q,q̇,q̈) to cartesian task
space (x,ẋ,ẍ) and can be carried out using inverse kinematics to obtain a relation between
the external forces of the end effector and its position in cartesian space [21].
Impedance control can be very versatile. For example, the stiffness, K, in equation 5
can be adjusted for various applications. For tasks requiring high stiffness and precision the
value can be increased and for applications requiring interaction with a rigid environment
it can be reduced to allow more give to the surroundings. Similarly, the damping values
can be adjusted to dissipate various amounts of energy in a desired time [23]. The ability
to adjust the damping and stiffness makes it applicable to a wide array of applications
involving dynamic interactions.
The versatility of impedance control is further demonstrated by its ability to be used as
an effective safety mechanism. This is critical as robots begin to work closer with humans
and begin to share tasks, safety of the operator must be guaranteed. Impedance control
can operate with built in safety parameters to ensure the robot does not misinterpret human
intention and cause an injury due to collision. External forces can be closely monitored in
the control loop and the robot can be programmed to quickly lock up if the forces exceed a
specified threshold, indicating an unexpected collision. This results in lower impact during
unpredicted robot movement and is a way of incorporating safety into the HRC controller.
The conducted research deploys cartesian position impedance control on the Franka
Emika Panda robot. The controller was obtained as a package from Franka EMIKA in the
franka ros folder [24] (more information in chapter 5). The Panda manipulator is shown in
figure 9 and has many of the desired characteristics for a collaborative robot including:
• 7 degree of freedom redundancy for high dexterity; and
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Figure 9: The Franka Emika Panda - the testbed manipulator in the Dynamics and Controls
Laboratory at South Dakota State University.
• a lightweight and rigid construction; and
• smooth body and minimal pinch points; and
• 3 kg payload capacity; and
• 0.80 meter reach; and
• 14 bit resolution position encoders in each joint; and
• 13 bit resolution torque sensors in each joint; and
• ± 0.1 mm pose repeatability; and
• linearly actuated gripper; and
• less than 2 ms collision detection time.
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This information and more can be found through the link in [24]. These aspects of
the manipulator make it very effective for use in an HRC system. The following chapter
discusses computer vision, the technique used to allow the robot to ”see” its surroundings,
and explores its role in HRC.
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CHAPTER 4: COMPUTER VISION TRACKING SYSTEM
The challenge of creating a robotic system with awareness of its environment can be
solved using image based vision. In this process a digital camera captures the surrounding
light rays and converts them into a digital format with values proportional to intensity.
Various computer vision algorithms then observe pixel intensity patterns to find key points
in the images. These image processing techniques have become more prominent in recent
years due to the wide spread adoption of smart phones and increased processing power in
devices. Applications like image stitching and face filters by companies like Apple and
Snapchat utilize these techniques to create applications for their consumers. Autonomous
vehicle technology also uses image processing to extract information from the surroundings
[25].
Many algorithms exist for extracting information from digital images. However, some
are patented and require special permission or royalties to use. The Features from Acceler-
ated Segment Test (FAST) algorithm is a very effective technique for extracting information
from images and is open-source (free to use). Key points (also called features) are areas
of interest and are identified using a feature extraction algorithm [26]. Once identified,
descriptor algorithms observe the surrounding pixels to differentiate the features from one
another. The FAST feature extractor can be used with the Binary Robust Independent El-
ementary Features (BRIEF) descriptor to create an effective and robust image processing
system called Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) [27].
First, the images are analyzed using FAST. The algorithm examines a circle of 16 pixels
around pixel p as shown in figure 10. The pixel p is considered a feature if n (typically 12)
or more bordering pixels in the circle are brighter than the intensity of p +   or dimmer
than p    , where   is an adjustable tolerance. Each pixel in the image is analyzed and
all features are recorded. The FAST algorithm is traditionally used for image stitching and
panoramas as well as time sensitive applications due to its quick computation time and
robustness [28].
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Figure 10: The FAST algorithm showing the analysis of pixels in an image [28].
The key points are typically located in areas with a sudden change in intensity. Objects
that are very distinct from the environment typically result in more extracted features and
thus more useful information. The selected input image used in this research is a checkered
pattern icon, due to its large amount of features and distinctions from the environment.
Figure 11 shows the pattern with the FAST algorithm applied. The red dots represent key
points extracted from the image. The checkered pattern is arbitrary. Other icons were used
during testing, but this pattern yielded the most consistent results.
Once the key points are located a descriptor is used to differentiate one from another.
This is done using BRIEF. The descriptor analyzes a smoothed patch of pixel intensities
surrounding the key point, with the patch being a specifiable size of S x S, with S equaling
the length of pixels describing the patch. If the intensity of the surrounding pixels is higher
than that of the key point, it receives a value of 1 in a bit string. Oppositely, if the intensity
is lower than the key point, it receives a bit string value of 0. Each key point is described
by its own bit string, which is typically a vector of 128 or 256 bits, depending on the size
of the patch [29].
After the key points of two images have features extracted and described, Hamming
distance or other similar techniques can be used to analyze the similarities. This involves
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Figure 11: The checkered pattern icon showing the locations of key points (red dots) ex-
tracted using the FAST algorithm.
comparing the descriptor of each feature to see if there is a best fit match [26]. The vision
based tracking algorithm used in this research compares the features of each frame of the
video (15 frames per second) with the features extracted from an input image (the tracking
icon). The process of matching and tracking is presented in figure 12.
The input image is given to the algorithm and the features and descriptors are extracted
using ORB. For each frame of the video live stream, features and descriptors are also
extracted and compared to those of the input image. If the program determines that the
features in the live stream match the features in the input image with a definable confidence,
it will establish a match and begin tracking the location of the object in the camera frame.
The process is repeated for every frame of the live stream and the position of the tracked
object in the camera frame is updated 15 times per second.
The object tracking program used in this research was obtained through the find object 2d
package by Introlab on the ROS wiki page [30]. The resolution used is 640 x 480 pixels, al-
though resolution could be up to 1920 x 1080 pixels at the cost of computation time. Figure
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Figure 12: The image tracking process where the input image is continuously compared to
the video live stream. If the key points of both match to some degree, the object will be
tracked.
13 displays the running program and shows the pixel coordinate system and the location of
the center of the tracked icon.
The program tracks and locates the position of the object in pixel space (camera frame).
The red box around the object in figures 12 and 13 signifies tracking and the various red,
white, and yellow dots are the extracted features of the object. In order for the tracked
position to be useful in this HRC controller it must be transformed into task space (robot
frame) for the robot end-effector. An algorithm that converts the pixel location to end-
effector cartesian position was developed using Python and ROS (chapter 5). The system
operates in a two dimensional plane in (x,y) coordinates because the camera extracts 2 di-
mensions of information. Extracting and working with 3 dimensional depth is significantly
more difficult and presents entirely new challenges. The translation to robot motion is done
by defining the operable cartesian limits of the end-effector and relating those limits to the
number of pixels on the corresponding axis. The end effector cartesian limits are set as
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Figure 13: Overhead camera view of the workspace showing the tracked object, pixel
coordinate axes, and robot frame axes.
• X: -0.4 m - 0.4 m (Variable)
• Y: -0.4 m - 0.4 m (Variable)
• Z: 0.3 m (Fixed)
Which is very close to the maximum reach of the end effector in the xy plane. The two
dimensions of motion are chosen to be in the plane parallel to the ground and the robot
end effector is set at a fixed height of 0.3 m above the table in the z-axis, corresponding to
approximately chest height of an average human in the robot frame. The translation from
pixel coordinates in the camera frame to cartesian coordinates in the robot frame is done













pixely   0.4 m
Posz = 0.3 m
Where pixelx is the location of the tracked object on the x-axis of the camera frame
and pixely is the location of the tracked object on the y-axis of the camera frame. If the
tracked object is in the center of the camera view, pixelx = 320 and pixely = 240. The image
obtained from the camera is rectangular, meaning that a movement of n number of pixels
in the image width direction will correspond to 1 unit of movement in the robot cartesian
frame. However, due to the rectangular image, this is not the same in the image height
direction. Thus, the scaling for the x and y directions is not the same in the camera frame,
but results in equal end effector motion in the robot frame.
As the tracking icon is moved through the camera field of view, the robot follows in
cartesian space. The developed transformation algorithm converts the location of the track-
ing icon in the camera frame to end effector motion in the robot frame. Results and effec-
tiveness are assessed in chapter 6. The following chapter discusses the software framework
ROS and how all the systems are integrated into one HRC controller.
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CHAPTER 5: ROBOT OPERATING SYSTEM (ROS)
ROS is an open-source robotics development platform with the goal of making software
re-useable. Users can build their robotic systems using the provided hardware abstraction
and lower-level control from ROS and they can also utilize packages made by ROS devel-
opers. The open-source nature of ROS allows anyone to use the software for free. It also
creates a community where developers can contribute their own work to the ROS database
and others may further develop it through use in their own projects. ROS is considered a
middleware framework and consists of the following concepts:
• Nodes: ROS programs are built using individual modular systems called nodes. Each
node is a standalone program that executes its tasks individually and communicates
with other nodes via message passing through topics. This makes it easy to integrate
new features into programs without completely rewriting or restructuring the code.
New nodes can be launched in existing programs to provide new features and com-
munication. This modularity provides several benefits, namely, it makes integration
of new components simple. For example, a new sensor can be added to an existing
robotic controller simply by coding and launching a new node. The modularity also
provides fault protection, limiting program crashes to individual nodes rather than
the entire program. Small projects can consist of a few nodes and larger projects will
typically contain many.
• Master: The master node provides the necessary information and structure to allow
nodes to find and communicate with one another. It is what connects all the individual
nodes to one another to create a larger program.
• Messages: Messages are the information packets that travel between nodes through
topics. They can be common datatypes like integers, floats, doubles, and strings and
customized formats can also be created.
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• Topics: Topics are the transport medium of messages from node to node. Each node
can publish information to a topic, receive information from a topic by subscribing
to it, or both. Nodes are not limited to the number of topics they can interact with
[31].
The modularity and structure of ROS is displayed in figure 14. The master node con-
nects the other nodes to one another and the topics allow nodes to exchange information
using standard or custom data types.
Figure 14: ROS structure [31].
The growing popularity of ROS can be described by its open-source nature. Established
robotics companies like FANUC and KUKA develop their own software for controlling
their manipulators and can charge thousands of dollars for licensing. This proprietary soft-
ware makes it difficult to perform cutting edge research and very cumbersome to integrate
hardware from different manufacturers in the same facility or process. The lack of a univer-
sal control language creates a monopoly on hardware control, as only the manufacturer’s
software application can reprogram the robots [1]. ROS is solving this issue by creating a
free platform for universal robot programming. It provides the low level control of hard-
ware which allows users to write their own software in higher level languages like Python,
C++, and MATLAB. If a feature is needed for a program, developers can utilize the exten-
sive libraries of these higher level languages like OpenCV and Tensorflow to create their
own without relying on proprietary software.
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The ROS framework was utilized in this research because the growing popularity makes
it a desired skill and because it offers the necessary independence for the project require-
ments. The vision controller was taken from the introlab/find-object repository [30] and
the impedance controller was taken from the frankaemika/franka ros repository [24]. The
modular structure of ROS makes it possible to integrate various packages into one system
effectively, once a strong understanding is built and applied. The vision controller provides
the tracking ability and the impedance controller provides the force-position control, as
described in chapters 3 and 4.
The ROS structure for the developed HRC controller is shown in figure 15. It displays
the simplified node and topic structure and the general flow of information.
Figure 15: Node structure for developed HRC controller demonstrating the modularity and
flow of ROS.
The camera node interfaces with the Intel RealSense D435i camera and publishes the
images of the video live stream to the camera topic. The object tracking node subscribes to
this information and locates the object and publishes the pixel coordinates from the camera
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frame to the object pixel location topic. The developed control algorithm, in the frame
transformation node, reads this information and converts the pixel location into desired end
effector cartesian coordinates in the robot frame. Finally, the hardware interface node uses
the end effector coordinate information and the impedance controller to physically move
the robot.
ROS is becoming a powerful tool for robotics development. In the 14 years since incep-
tion it has grown tremendously and the large number of contributors and developers show a
promising future for universal robotics development. The following chapter presents the re-
sults of the HRC controller and discusses the effectiveness, development issues, and further
improvement steps.
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The HRC controller of this research is developed through an iterative process until it
achieves the final goal of demonstrating a collaborative task between the manipulator and
human. ROS currently requires the Linux Operating System so once the lab computer is
operating with a Linux distribution the ROS environment can be set up. The vision con-
troller was the first HRC aspect explored in this research. It comes from a ROS package
named find object 2d by Introlab [30]. The first task conducted tests the object identifi-
cation and tracking performance. Figure 16 shows an image of an aluminum cube being
identified by the software, which encloses it in a colored box. The white, yellow, and green
dots are features being detected by the FAST algorithm with the green dots corresponding
to a match with the input image. Notice that detection occurs on objects like the wall and
the black object to the left. With the default parameters the system is able to identify the
cube, but the majority of the key points detected have nothing to do with it.
Figure 16: Demonstration of object identification using an aluminum cube in the laboratory.
A major issue arises with the initial system configuration. The cube lacks distinct fea-
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tures from the surroundings so only a few of the detected features correspond to the cube.
This leads to poor identification and very poor tracking. When the cube is moved to a
different location in the camera frame the system is not able to identify it. There are not
enough features on the cube to reliably track its motion through each frame, which is a
huge problem when aiming for a consistent and reliable tracking system. Thus, the track-
ing icon needs to be changed to something more distinct in color from the background.
Additionally, the controller parameters (thresholds, patch sizes, etc.) need to be adjusted to
filter out the key point detections of unwanted objects (like the wall).
Figure 17: Experimental tracking icon to determine robustness in variable lighting condi-
tions.
Following the Covid-19 pandemic and stay at home orders, much of the research was
conducted from home. Figure 17 shows the next step in the process to obtain reliable
tracking. The Spiderman wall art contains many more detected features than the aluminum
cube because it is more distinct and unique from the background. This icon performs
much better during tracking, with the software able to track it through the majority of
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frames through most of the camera field of view. However, the controller still detects a
significant amount of features from the background environment. This icon shows major
improvement, but change is still needed to produce an icon that yields reliable tracking
results.
Figure 18: Successful tracking demonstration using clock face with many distinct features
and low lighting conditions.
A breakthrough occurred after the realization that lighting conditions drastically influ-
ence feature detection. Figure 18 displays the first time an object was able to be tracked
reliably and consistently through each frame and the entire camera field of view. The envi-
ronment is under lower lighting conditions than previous tracking attempts, which reduces
feature detection in the background and allows the system to focus on the brighter white
clock face, which is the desired tracking icon here. The clock icon also contains many
features that are distinct from the environment, making tracking much more robust than
previous icons. The top left image in figure 18 shows the input into the controller. The
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input is simply a screen capture of the clock in the camera view. It contains many features,
represented by yellow and blue dots, which allow more correspondence matching between
the input image and the video live stream. Parameters like the intensity tolerance for the
FAST algorithm, number of detected features allowed, and ORB patch size are also ad-
justed to increase the robustness of the tracking system. To make the system more practical
moving forward, the checkered pattern in figure 11 was selected for the continued research
as carrying a large and bulky clock is not realistic for many applications.
Figure 19: First deployment of vision based control system. Icon motion to robot motion
is inverted.
The algorithm from equation 6 was applied to the ROS environment and run with the
impedance controller from Franka EMIKA’s franka ros folder [24] to control the robot via
computer vision for the first time. Figure 19 shows the first robot control demonstration.
In this demonstration the camera is mounted on the table near the robot base frame to
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capture the y-z plane motion. Furthermore, the checkered tracking icon was fixed to the
side of a box to give it a rigid background as deformity influences tracking performance.
During the first deployments of the system, the robot moved in the opposite direction of
the tracking icon and was not scaled 1:1. For example, when the icon was moved to the left
approximately 30 cm the robot moved to right in the user’s perspective by approximately
20 cm. This occurred due to incorrect frame transformation between the camera frame
and robot frame and also introduced a scaling rate issue. A negative inserted into the
control equation corrects the direction issue; however, it was realized that the scaling rate is
dependent on the distance between the tracking icon and the camera. For this collaborative
task to work well the robot is expected to move at the same rate and in the same direction
as the tracking icon, relative to the user.
Figure 20: Updated vision control system with motion of robot in the desired direction of
the tracking icon motion.
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The direction issue was corrected through the polarity change of the scaling rate and the
robot reacted to tracking icon movement in the desired way. Figure 20 shows the corrected
direction demonstration along with the coordinate frame of the robot. This demonstration
illustrates improvement to the controller, but the scaling issue still needs correction. The
camera frame has a fixed number of pixels in the x and y directions. However, as the object
in the camera view increases in distance from the camera, a larger position change of the
object in the robot frame will correspond to a smaller change in pixel coordinates in the
camera frame. Figure 21 shows how the camera field of view increases with respect to
distance. Two measurements were made to approximate the camera field of view at various
distances and reveal the scaling issue. At approximately 0.43 meters from the camera, the
x-axis field of view was approximately 0.46 meters. Similarly, at a distance of 0.88 meters,
the field of view was approximately 0.91 meters. These measurements prove that as the
camera-icon distance increases, the field of view of the camera increases and because the
number of pixels remains constant the distance in robot frame per pixel in camera frame
must decrease to maintain the same 1:1 scaled motion between the robot and tracking icon.
Figure 21: Display of the effect of distance from camera on the scaling rate.
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The tracking icon remains at a fixed distance from the camera for these HRC controller
demonstrations. Therefore, the scaling will remain constant once it is determined. The





pixely + 0.4 m (7)
Where the negative comes from coordinate frame direction and the magnitude of 0.003 mpixel
translates to 1:1 scaling between the tracking icon motion and the end effector motion. The
Posz remains unchanged as the demonstration focuses more on the lateral motion.
Following the one dimensional demonstration, the system was implemented in the two
dimensional y-z plane as shown in figure 22. The camera was mounted at the end of the
table pointing in the direction of the user. Once again, due to a change in distance from
the camera to the tracking icon the scaling needs to be modified. The following scaling
equations create a smooth 1:1 scaled motion between the camera and robot frame:












pixelz + 0.6 m
where the Posx is set at a value that allows a wide range of motion in the y-z plane with-
out robot self-collision. This task shows potential and leads into the final demonstration
with the overhead camera.
The previous demonstrations show the progression of the HRC controller. However, the
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Figure 22: Demonstration of full-scale implementation of vision controller using table
mounted camera.
main goal of this research is to demonstrate the functionality of the controller by performing
a joint task with the robot. The chosen task is moving a long object from one point to
another where the robot holds one end and the user holds the other. The camera was
mounted overhead (above the workspace) to make the task more practical to application.
For example, in a facility or collaborative workspace (such as a home) an overhead camera
would always have a visual on the entire area and would not be easily blocked or in the way
for other tasks. Figure 7 shows the overhead camera setup and figure 23 shows the camera
view and corresponding end effector position due to the icon location in the camera frame.
The overhead camera provides information about the x-y plane and by keeping the z-
axis fixed and the tracking icon at a fixed height, the scaling will remain constant. These
are the scaling values used for this configuration:
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Figure 23: Top images: robot motion relative to tracking icon motion from collabora-
tive operator perspective. Bottom images: overhead mounted camera showing table view,












pixely + 0.4 m
Posz = 0.3 m
Where the z-axis position is held constant and the x-y plane, parallel with the table,
varies according to the object position in the camera frame. In order to perform a collab-
orative task with the robot a fixture was designed and fabricated to allow the robot to hold
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on to one end of a meter stick. Figure 24 shows the 3D printed fixture that allows the meter
stick to rotate as the robot moves with the user. This simplifies the control algorithm as end
effector orientation can be held constant.
Figure 24: Fabricated fixture that holds meter stick and allows rotation with user.
The final demonstration moves the meter stick from one end of the workspace to the
other. Figure 25 shows the demonstration along with the camera view. The HRC system
works and a video can be found through the link at [32]. The video shows a working HRC
system, where the human user moves an object with the manipulator through computer
vision input.
Through this research it is apparent that robots can be made safer and more collabora-
tive. In this work the robot successfully observes and responds to human motion through
computer vision input. Additionally, the impedance controller allows the robot to respond
to external forces in a flexible and forgiving way rather than as a stiff body, resulting in a
soft interaction and an internal safety feature. This research shows the potential of HRC and
emphasizes the importance of safety and other challenges that must be solved to achieve a
future of successful HRC robots. This research is a testbed for future work which will allow
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Figure 25: Final demonstration of HRC system. The user and robot work together to move
a meter stick from one side of the workspace to the other.
the testing of new methods and hardware that can be deployed to achieve commercial-grade
HRC products. This foundational work is applicable to different domains with different
types of robots such as rehabilitative robots in medical settings, precise commercial robots
for collaborative manufacturing, and household robots that free humans from mundane
tasks.
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Despite the successful demonstration, in its current form the controller can be further
improved. For example, this work is limited to 2 dimensional motion with the current
camera setup. Integrating additional cameras will provide 3 dimensional tracking ability
and also provide redundant detection for situations where one camera fails to detect the
icon. Additionally, the tracking icon size may be a limitation for some applications. Im-
provements in the tracking algorithm will allow the system to track smaller icons and even
common objects such as a user’s hand, which may be more practical in some settings.
Furthermore, the controller can be refined to achieve smoother robot motion through the




Human-robot collaboration shows promise for the future of many industries. Whether
it be manufacturing, medicine, or normalization of robots in homes to complete mundane
chores, humans will significantly benefit from the precision, speed, and strength of robotic
systems. HRC is a challenge because it is a combination of many sub-disciplines such as
vision, control, hardware, and software. This work explores all of these to demonstrate
the concept of HRC through the developed vision-based controller and achievement of
the collaborative task of moving an object across the workspace with the robot. It also
serves as the testbed for future work in the development of HRC systems as computer
vision, impedance control, and ROS have high potential for deploying new methods and
techniques to further advance the system. This work demonstrates the concept of HRC and
sets the foundation for a future that leads to consumer-grade HRC systems.
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